
From Corona’s Diary

Hey,World. I didn’t mean to- It was not my intention
To create all this chaos and global confusion.
I really didn’t mean to get all this attention,

I was just hoping for just well,an honorable mention,

There are many great theories and much speculation,
Of what really caused my infamous invention,
I hope that they gave you the full information,

I didnt appear without human intervention.

It is claimed that there was some act of antivivisection.
Some botch,unfortunate experimentation.
No one expected gross counterreaction;

I guess that's what caused my hypostatization

I’m not sure who set my parametrization;
I guess they acted with much extemporization.

I wonder who was responsible for the formularization.
And attempted to use chemicals of nonprescription.

I guess the experiment blew itself out of proportion,
And leaked without society’s realization.

Look out! Someone needs to give a good explanation,
Of what could have caused this grave misconstruction.

Well, I sat in the midst of the many conventions,
That the world held to arrest this global destruction.

No one had a real plan,no form of solution.
So they blamed each other for this human desertification.

Wear muzzles,they said. It will cause eradication
And rid that planet of this curs-ed infection.

Alcohol prices reach a double inflation,
As humans tried to kill me by sanitization.

Then back to the lab with fierce determination
To create an antidote for global vaccination.

Businesses jostled in keen competition,



In an effort to take the fame for the complementation.

Aha! I still lurk in every wretched inscriptiption,
To warn humans of my abilities for differentiation.

I think they have ceased their investigations
To find who was responsible for my initial conception.

In the meantime,they worry about rooms for hospitalization,
As I established my presence in streets,homes and renowned institutions.

I watch from my balcony of self-satisfaction,
To realize that humans are capable of their own dehumanization.
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